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they still understand, but; lot of us don't. He put two sticks

down. Each name like that ^nd you have to pick one of 'em up.

And that would be the name• Xt seems like'I end up in that

crack. Ifm lower down, little bit iower down. So, when I come

whether I will name his grandfather,—his-father's name or his

uncle's name or his grandfather's name. Now there's three names

there that I'm going to call him one of 'em. (sentence in Osage)

They call him (Osage name) That's the name they call him. But

everybody calls him (Osage name). That's a baby name. That's

the second boy's name. I mean third boy. (sentence .in Osage)

It will have to be one of them names. And when I get there why

I'll give—maybe he might ready to call his old grandfather's

name, or his next grandfather. Just like he's (Osage name). They

call him (Osage name). And they "call him (Osage name) (Osage name').

But that (Osage name) is something like in early days. Wa# back

there when they go in the warrior path why, (word in Osage')*

they earn names, (sentence in Osage) That^s the way that was

way back, (sentence in Osage) And then another way they call

(Osage name) because he went and done that. He earned that.

That's his name. That's another way they trail him (Osage name)

And they call him (Osage name1) (finishes sentence in Osage) That's

grown man's name (Osage name) (words in Osage). They call him

(Osage name). But (words in Osage) That's his own name (Osaqe

name) is. But (Osage name) is a kind of- a, qoing on warrior path,

I guess.. Well when he was young man, you know. We don't know.

Its way back ,there over hundred years ago when that happened.

(word in Osage) I don't know, maybe he went, you know, and he

earned that name. Just JLike this war—we're having this war now. >

And so on the other side (Osaqe name), that'sMunt Florence's

side. There's.a name there too. But I thought I would stay in

the family. Give him one of them. But (Osaqe word) he's got a

wrorxgname (Osage Name).

Mrs. Maker: That's what he's telling me. . - • ,

Mrs. Green: That's the wrong name. I've been telling (Osage name)

too. (Osage word), Martha cause she invite me. . She told mama to

come with me down there. That -(Osaqe name) Edgar was going.to

name this one here. (Phrase in Osage) Well, she want me .to

come. Told mama to come with me., We went, down there. We sat
on that side of the room. (Osage name) was


